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DOCTOR WHO LETTERS. 4 

MATRIX DATA BANK. 6 

GALLIFREY GUARDIAN. 7 

PETER DAVISON INTERVIEW. 8 
We talk to the popular actor who brought a new 
youthful image to the fifth Doctor. 
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ARCHIVES/FACT FILE.16 

PRODUCTION TEAM.. 
Number One in a series of articles on that vita 
team behind the Producer. We talk to Angela 
Smith and find out what the Production Associate 

COMIC STRIP.27 
John Ridway and Max Stockbridge tell the 
Warrior's Story. 

VILLAINS OF THE SEVENTIES ... 35 

SONG COMPETITION WINNERS 38 
We announce the five winners of our Doctor Who 
Songwriting Competition, and the twenty runners- 
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LETTERS 
Send all your letters to: 
Doctor Who Magazine, 
23 Redan Place, 
Queensway, 
London W2 4SA. V 



share of Mrs Mary Whitehou; 
the supposed effects of telev 

psychologists trying to make 

Secondly, I feel that violence is a 
necessary evil on Doctor Who as well 

playwright will tell you that conflict is 
a necessary part of drama, and that 
violence is one of the most visual and 

as Doctor Who watching from the 

feel that the most responsible thing to 

>rk well for films such as Gandhi 
t, it makes for poor adventure, 
n addition, most of the violence and 

DOlTCR WhD? by Tim Quinn & Dicky liowett 
IONEOFTHE MOST PUZZLING Y WELL.ITHINK ITS TIME 

WHO’MYIHOS HAS BEEN OVER RECORD 

ymi) /as is known.we vmuords ©et youNOEft > 
--1, WITH EACH RE6LNERRVON'. WELL. SUSAN'Sk 
I'M NOT HIS ) OBVIOUSLY A LOT YOUNGER THAN 

STRAIGHT.' I ©RAND DAUGHTER! 

ef GOOD GRIEF! THAT MUST? 
X MAKE MY SUSAN MY J 
'GREAT GRANDMOTHER '■ ] 



FAN AID 

NORTHERN CONVENTION 
Nov.2nd; Griffin Hotel, Leeds; Cost-£5 

Fancy saving a life? Come to this convention and you will 
- Fan Aid's express purpose Is to raise as much money as 
is possible for the starving in Africa. Our guests 
confirmed so far are Louise Jameson, Dennis Spooner, 
and most members of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. 
Many more people from British TV fantasy and, we hope, 
one or more Doctor Whos, will confirm their appearances 
soon. For registrations and enquiries, please send a SSAE 
(and, if registered, £5 in UK funds only) to Fan Aid North, 
Andrew Smaje, 39 Kingsley Crescent, Birkenshaw, 
Bradford, W Yorks. BD11 2NJ. Cheques payable to FAN 
AID NORTH, please. Price incl. badge, map, progress 
report. See you there! 

Captain Britain Monthly 11- 
ON SALE OCTOBER 3rd - STILL ONLY 50p! 
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It is nearly two yeai 
the popular actor P 
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think he was right. You see, as an 
I’ve lived fora long time with the 
of expecting a day to come when 
s no work for me. The temptation 
loing Doctor Who was that I could 

just have stayed for season after season 
j ... some people go on and on in it and it 

Turner, who’s utterly dedicated to it. 
)t But I was risking an association that 
j could have been very damaging career- 

wise. It was a decision I made through 
’ attempting to further my career, it 

wasn’t a happy decision as in ‘Thank 
a God that’s over’. I just wanted to do 
n other things after my time. Doctor Who 

was a lot of fun to do, we had some 
Q terrific guest artists and I wouldn’t have 
j missed it for anything. It was very de- 

a story so I was too tired to feel sad when it 
^ was all finally over, but, yes, one does 
,e suffer the odd pang.” 
IS In spite of leaving the programme 
_ after a relatively short period in the role, 
y Davison has no intention of turning his 
^ back on the series and to this end he still 
, attends as many conventions as he can 
ls fit in with his hectic schedule. “Conven- 
n tions are great, and you have a chance to 
jj talk to fans, which you can’t offer in a 
n letter because you haven’t the time. The 



EXHIBITION & SHOP 

Doctor Who Merchandise 
now available by 

Mail Order 

For details please send S.A. E. to:- 

DoctorWho Exhibition 

111 Central Promenade, Blackpool 

Lancashire FY1 5BD 

0303(3 £27 



TERRIFIC TIME LASH 











Richard Marson 
considers the many 
exciting and 
thought-provoking 
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inhabitants by seepage from the 
deadly Doomsday Weapon 
housed in the planet. Naturally 
enough it is this that the Master 

thepower of the thing is more of a 
curse than a blessing. As a plot it 

iTyears^but it did point the way 
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Count Grendel of Gracht was a sort of 
Taran ‘Black Adder’, who had evident¬ 
ly spent many hours of bedtime reading 

tyrant Queen Xanxia, his engine 
ingenuity devised a hollow [ 
which could materialise around 
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[borstal. 
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UNITED STATES ORDER FORM [UNITED KINGDOM ORDER FORM 

i. BOX 6198 

'• " - FINISHED MOpEL’ KIT STANDS4-x4"iir. : . : *• . 
Beautiful model of the Doctors TARDIS....VERY DETAILED. All 
pieces are die cut,includes illustrated instructions, 10 pt board, 
balsa posts, hardware' decals, and history of the call box....fun 
arid easy to assemble. ORDER YOURS TODAY. 


